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Thanks, this is helpful. I think it’s ok as is. I did hear from Bob Harris yesterday that he plans to be the only
speaker on behalf of the property owners and that the others (Andi Adams, Julie Uhar, Dan Estrada) don’t
have planned testimony but will be there to answer questions as needed. In that case it could skip over
Andi (who is signed up virtually) and move directly to the in person public testimony. Let me know if we
need to do anything to clarify all that for the meeting.

Andi Adams also requested that the slides she previously presented at the HPC be included as part of the
record, so I wanted to attach those and confirm that’s the case.

Thanks!

Kacy Rohn
Cultural Resources Planner II

Montgomery County Planning Department
2425 Reedie Drive, Wheaton, MD 20902
Kacy.Rohn@montgomeryplanning.org
(301) 563-3407 | Pronouns: she, her, hers

From: Coello, Catherine <catherine.coello@mncppc-mc.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 11:52 AM
To: Rohn, Kacy <kacy.rohn@montgomeryplanning.org>
Subject: RE: Pyles House - Planning Board Public Hearing Details

Hi Kacy,

There are no time limits. Since we started with virtual meetings, we have removed the timer all together.
Typically, testimony is usually around 3-5 minutes. The Chair doesn’t look to cut anyone off and allows as
much time needed to state their case, we just ask comments are kept as succinct as possible. Of course,
this is all per the Chair’s discretion.

If you prefer, I can move Al Muller under “Applicant/External Attendee” so that he isn’t lumped with the
other community members, and would be able to engage during discussion rather than waiting for
testimony. Otherwise, he will be second on the list for public testimony (virtual testimony goes first, then in
person—we have one person signed up virtually).

Thanks,
Catherine 
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